
Minutes of Bloco Fogo Committee Meeting 
on 22nd April 2013 

 
 
Present:   Leonie Wootton (Chair), Sarah Boughton, Caroline Bunker, Kim Fletcher,  

Matt Green, Alex Mann, Jan Millen, Geoff Powers, Belinda Raitt,  
Graham Walker, Phil Wond 

 
 

 

1. Minutes of previous Committee meeting 
 

Minutes of the previous meeting were agreed as a correct record. Matters arising from the 
minutes are addressed under relevant sections below. 

 
  

2. Bloco Fogo website and van 
 

The website is in the process of being edited and updated. There had been some confusion 
over who should liaise with Steve and it was agreed that Caroline will do this in future. 
However, Alex will still send photos for the ‘Facebloco’ page directly to Steve (Caroline to 
confirm the size/format for jpegs) and Jemma will update edit the ‘Contact a Member’ page 
once she has the necessary software. 
 
Alex was finalising the design of the new image for the van and will circulate to the 
Committee for final approval. The same image will be used on the website header. 

 
Action 1: Caroline to liaise with Steve and fully update the website. Alex to circulate the van 
image to the Committee for final approval before proceeding to use on van and website. 

 
 

3. Filming of band in Coburg 
 

Alex had not yet asked the film student if he could come to Coburg to film the band so this 
still needs to be actioned. 

 
Action 2: Alex to contact film student regarding filming in Coburg. 
 

 

4. Newsletter and band communication 
 

There was discussion around the pros and cons of including gig details in the weekly 
newsletter. Currently there is only a link to the gig sign-up page but it was agreed that giving 
basic information about imminent gigs (when and where) in the newsletter would help to 
remind people and prompt them to sign up.  
 
Phil had finalised the new member’s form and handout and will forward to Caroline for the 
website and provide Leonie with hard copies for the van. 

 
Action 3: Basic information about imminent gigs to be included in the weekly newsletter 
along with a link to the sign up page. Phil to provide new member’s form/handout to Caroline 
and Leonie. 
 
 

 

5. Costume and special effects 
 

Puppet: It was agreed to defer getting quotes for a new puppet for the time being as Same 
Sky are currently experiencing various difficulties. 
 



 
Costume: Leonie and Jan had done considerable research into sourcing trousers and fabric 
and a dressmaker for tunics. After discussion, it was agreed that new tunics should be the 
main priority as the existing ones were becoming very shabby. Leonie had found a 
dressmaker based in Tunbridge Wells who had made up sample tunics in 2 different  
fabrics - these were shown to the Committee. The Committee voted overwhelmingly (9 to 1) 
for tunics to be made in red canvas fabric and to the original design, with side clips for surdo 
players. The approximate cost would be £40 per tunic plus fabric costs (ie. £2,400 + fabric 
costs for 60 tunics). Gold trim still needs to be sourced and the possibility of brass 
balls/hooks instead of fabric toggles will be discussed with the dressmaker. 

 
Action 4: Leonie to continue to discuss and agree requirements for tunic with dressmaker. 
 

 
 

6. Summer trips 
 

Coburg/Wiesbaden: Various options for travelling to Coburg and Wiesbaden were 
discussed. Sarah had researched costings for flights but this didn’t include extras such as 
driving to airports and these on-costs were difficult to estimate. It was finally agreed that 
travelling by air would not be practical and travel by either coach or tour bus was the 
preferred option. Alex and Leonie will get quotes and once this is done the Committee will 
meet as soon as possible to make a final decision about transport. 
 

Nijmegen: Agreed to use the same coach company as last year.  
 

Ireland: Various travel options discussed. Agreed that Alex and Leonie will get costings for 
coach, minibus and tour bus and the Committee will then make a decision.  
 
Action 5: Leonie and Alex to get costings for road travel options to Coburg and Ireland; 
Committee will then meet as soon as possible to decide on which transport to use. Transport 
to Coburg/Wiesbaden, Ireland and Nijmegen to be booked.   

 
 
 

7. Beginner workshops and member retention 
 

The current beginner workshops at Tunbridge Wells had been successful in terms of 
numbers attending and most people had said they would like to continue. Various options 
were considered regarding the future of the beginner workshops and also how best to 
eventually integrate people into the main band.  
 
The Committee voted overwhelmingly (9 to 1) to continue the current workshop sessions for 
a further 5 weeks until the end of May. There would be no charge for continuing to use the 
Forum for this and an additional fee of £25 per person for the 5 sessions would help to offset 
any other costs incurred. After this, beginners would be encouraged to come to main band 
practice sessions over the summer and advised about the rehearsal structure and not to 
worry if they felt out of their depth. The aim would be to recommence beginner workshops in 
the Autumn (November) with additional advertising beforehand to attract more new people. 
From June onwards the main band practice at Tunbridge Wells will revert back to 7.30 to 
9.30pm. Leonie will advise the beginner workshop and main band members of these 
decisions. 
 
It was agreed to try to organise a gig for the beginner workshop people and Alex said he 
would look into the possibility of them playing at Unfest in May.  
 
It was also suggested that the main band should play some local gigs/busks to raise the 
profile of the band and help attract new members.  Belinda will contact Cllr Caroline Derrick 
and the Hazlitt Theatre to sound out possibilities. 
 



 
The possibility of introducing Maidstone beginner workshops and their timing was discussed. 
Matt would be prepared to lead these and offered to check availability of the Trinity Arts 
Centre and report back at the next Committee meeting. 

 
Integrating and supporting new people when they join the main band was also discussed. 
Suggestions included a buddy system or identifying one person in each section who 
beginners could ask for help. No formal decision was made regarding this. 
 
Action 6: Leonie to advise the workshop band and main band about the 5 extra beginner 
sessions and arrangements for the summer period. Alex to look into gig opportunity for 
beginners at Unfest. Belinda to look into possibilities for local gigs/busks. Matt to contact 
Trinity Centre regarding availability for beginner workshops. Autumn beginner workshops at 
Tunbridge Wells and possibly Maidstone to be reviewed at the next Committee meeting. 

 
 

8. Music and instruments 
 

Djembe workshops still need to be arranged. Alex said he would email the band about this 
and indentify a venue for Saturday workshops. It was agreed that Alex would be paid for this. 
 
Dave Murray had asked if it would be possible to buy an extra-light mid surdo. The 
approximate cost for this would be £350. It was decided not to buy this as the band already 
had sufficient mid surdos and this year’s financial allocation for purchasing instruments had 
been used. 
 
Alex agreed to reduce the size of the extra large bottom surdo (approximately cost - £20). 
 
Alex still needs to put Fogo CD on iTunes. It was agreed to defer the discussion about hiring 
a recording studio to make a new CD until the next Committee meeting.  
 
Action 7: Alex to arrange Djembe workshops. Leonie to inform Dave of decision about mid-
surdo. Alex to put CD on iTunes and reduce size of large surdo. Hiring a recording studio to 
make a new CD to be reviewed at next Committee meeting. 
 

 

9. Any other business 
 

(i)  Mestres’ visit to Coburg planning meeting 
 
Matt and Alex were thanked for attending the Coburg planning meeting on behalf of the 
band. Geoff asked if the advantages of attending had been confirmed, but Alex said it had 
not been appropriate to ask the organisers. 
 
The Mestres’ had provided a written report to the Committee about the outcomes of the 
meeting (see Matt’s email of 19th March). In summary, they felt it had been very worthwhile 
and had enabled them to establish a working relationship with the organisers, improve 
performance slots and network with others. The value of mestres attending next year’s 
planning meeting will be reviewed at a future Committee meeting. 

 
Action 8: Visit to planning meeting in Coburg in 2014 to be reviewed at a future meeting. 
 

 
(ii) Kenward Trust Charity gig – 15th June  
 
This is unpaid but we are happy to play (Matt will mestre) but need confirmation of time etc, 
so another gig can be booked before/after if one that is paid comes in. 
 
Action 9: Matt to confirm gig details. 



 
 
(iii) Facebook postings  
 
It was agreed that it was inappropriate to use the Fogo Facebook page for personal remarks 
or political comments. One suggestion was to have a social media policy to avoid this 
happening again, but this idea wasn’t adopted. Instead, Leonie will ensure people 
understand the Committee’s stance on what is appropriate to post on social media.  
 
Action 10: Leonie to advise people regarding appropriate postings on social media.  
 
 
(iv) Raising additional funds  
 
Remixing Fogo tunes and selling them through iTunes (plus a linked band video on uTube) 
could be a way of increasing CD sales and raising additional funds for trips etc. Various 
people do remixing and Alex/Leonie will look into possibilities. 
 
Action 11: Alex/ Leonie to look in to CD remixing and video. 

 
 

10. Date of next meeting 
 

Monday 3rd June at 7.30 at Kim’s house, Cranbrook 
 

 
 
 

Summary of action points 
 

Action 1:   Caroline to liaise with Steve and fully update the website. Alex to circulate the  
van image to the Committee for final approval before proceeding to use on van and 
website. 

 

Action 2:  Alex to contact film student regarding filming in Coburg. 
 

Action 3:   Basic information about imminent gigs to be included in the weekly newsletter  
along with a link to the sign up page. Phil to provide new member’s form/handout to 
Caroline and Leonie. 

 

Action 4:   Leonie to continue to discuss and agree requirements for tunic with dressmaker. 
 

Action 5:   Leonie and Alex to get costings for road travel options to Coburg and Ireland;  
Committee will then meet as soon as possible to decide on which transport to use. 
Transport to Coburg, Ireland and Nijmegen to be booked.   

 

Action 6:   Leonie to advise the workshop band and main band about the 5 extra beginner  
sessions and arrangements for the summer period. Alex to look into gig opportunity for 
beginners at Unfest. Belinda to look into possibilities for local gigs/busks. Matt to contact 
Trinity Centre regarding availability for beginner workshops. Autumn beginner workshops 
at Tunbridge Wells and possibly Maidstone to be reviewed at the next Committee 
meeting. 

 

Action 7:   Alex to arrange Djembe workshops. Leonie to inform Dave of decision about mid- 
surdo. Alex to put CD on iTunes. Hiring a recording studio to make a new CD to be 
reviewed at a next Committee meeting. 

 

Action 8:  Visit to planning meeting in Coburg in 2014 to be reviewed at a future meeting. 
 

Action 9:   Matt to confirm details of charity gig on 15
th
 May. 

 

Action 10: Leonie to advise people regarding appropriate postings on social media.  
 

Action 11: Alex/Leonie to look in to CD remixes and video. 


